
 WAUPACA COUNTY 2015 
 
 COMPUTERS RECORD 
 
Name ________________________________________________ Grade (January 1)________ 
 
Years in Project ______     Number of project meetings held  _____     Number attended _____ 
 
What type of computer do you use/own?: ____________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How/where do you access the internet? ________________________________________________ 
 
This year I (check all that apply): 
_______ learned the parts of a computer and what their function is 
_______ learned about the 4 main parts of a computer system:  input, processing, storage & output 
_______ can successfully use a keyboard 
_______ created a document in Notepad 
_______ determined what the function keys do 
_______ used a mouse 
_______ played games on my computer 
_______ gave a demonstration to my club on proper care and maintenance of my computer 
_______ practiced computer ethics 
_______ learned how to save documents 
_______ learned online safety rules 
_______ created a computer generated sign or cards 
_______ created a school report 
_______ created a scrapbook cover 
_______ used e-mail 
_______ dismantled a computer to understand how it works 
_______ used a database to organize and process information 
_______ created a nickname for use in chat rooms 
_______ did not give out my name, address, or phone number on-line 
_______ used emoticons in your chats 
_______ used a scanner  
_______ published my own newspaper, magazine or newsletter 
_______ used a digital camera to put pictures on computer 
_______ created a 12 month calendar 
_______ created an animated presentation 
_______ used original graphic art design 
_______ built my own computer 
_______ designed a business card 
_______ created a power point 
_______ gave a multimedia computer presentation 
_______ created my own web-site 
_______ created a spreadsheet 
Tell about one thing you learned in the computer project this year: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 



 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Most challenging project (what was it and why was it challenging): 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other projects you have done with the computer: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Project story recommended but not required.  Add additional pages as needed. R2/15 
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